Make your
space work
for you
Corporate Display Solutions to
bring your workspace to life

What’s
inside?

Samsung
at work
Okay, so you want to figure out how
tech can transform your space?
Well, it isn’t only about where you
work; it’s about how you work. Let’s
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get you started. Samsung displays
transform any office location into a
fully equipped collaborative space,
all without the frustrations that can
accompany the modern workplace.
It’s time to make your office work
for you!
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INTERACTIVE DISPLAY
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Meet where
you want
Samsung Flip
Transform any space into a meeting room with the
Samsung Flip – an interactive digital flip chart that
connects to a wheel-based stand for advanced portability.
A versatile alternative to analog boards and paper notes,
the Samsung Flip centralizes all meeting needs into a

Draw, write, inspire
Enjoy the familiar feel of traditional
writing in a versatile, digital format.
Capture in collaboration
Make and share notes with your team
for easy collaboration.
Intuitive navigation
Easily control the display, access content
or make changes on the screen.
Scroll with ease
Quickly search through up to 20
digital Flip pages.
Protect your valuable ideas
A unique password locks the display
and hides critical content.

single, fully integrated idea-generation forum, letting your
team collaborate and stay engaged. Intuitive and user

i

friendly, the Samsung Flip enables your team members to
easily log, save, share and protect game-changing ideas.
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Learn More
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SMART SIGNAGE
Exceptional image quality
Experience true visual
expression with deep blacks
and superior contrast.

Overhaul
your wall

Increased readability
Anti-glare surface treatment delivers
great readability in virtually any light.
Excellent durability and reliability
Designed for long-term extended use,
with a 24/7 three-year guarantee.

Video Walls

Outstanding brightness and
colour uniformity
There is no variation to colour,
brightness or luminance, even in
elevated temperatures.

Deliver powerful, brilliant visual
messages in any environment. From
control rooms to digital signage to
architectural sites, Samsung Video
Walls showcase professional-grade
image quality and innovative design
Extreme Narrow Bezel
UHF-E/UHN-E series

Learn More
UMH-E/UMN-E series

Learn More

for an immersive, realistic experience.
Offering excellence in quality, durability
and reliability, Samsung Video Walls are
designed to meet your business needs
and captivate your audience.

Ultra-Narrow Bezel
UDE-B series

Learn More
Super-Narrow Bezel
UHF5 series

Learn More
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HARMAN BUNDLES
Professional-grade display
Samsung UHD-quality QMN Series displays
(49-, 55- and 65-inch variations) brings

Meet Better

laptop-based meeting content to life at
high picture quality and clarity, facilitating
easier collaboration and engagement

Samsung-Harman
Meeting Room Bundles

across team members.
Superb sound
HARMAN’s AMX Acendo Vibe conferencing
sound bar delivers crystal clear audio – so
even your most remote participants sound

Collaboration no longer requires a group of people

like they’re in the room with you.

huddled around a single cell phone or laptop.
Facilitate more productive collaboration with the

Bluetooth and USB connectivity

integrated audio, video and meeting management

Facilitators and participants can enjoy
seamless audio, video and content

technologies of Samsung meeting room bundles.

streaming using their own devices,

Plus, with our leading visual display and HARMAN’s

ensuring everyone remains engaged

pioneering audio and video technology, your team

and can be seen and heard.

can enjoy a complete high-performing solution for
a seamless and efficient meeting. Reduce setup
time, ensure discussions start and end on schedule,
and leverage features including video conferencing
support and document sharing – and dial into the
meeting room of the future.

Huddle Standard – Essential Solution
Samsung Professional Display DCJ Series
Harman AMX Sereno Video
Conferencing Camera
Huddle Enterprise – Smart Conference
Room
Samsung Professional Display QMN Series
Harman AMX Acendo Vibe
Harman AMX Acendo Core

Huddle Premium – Versatile Solution
Samsung Professional Display QMN Series
Harman AMX Acendo Vibe
Huddle Enterprise – Smart Conference
Room
Samsung Professional Display QMN Series
Harman AMX Acendo Vibe
Harman AMX Acendo Core

:s l e do M

Room Booking – Room
Scheduling Panel
Harman AMX Acendo Book

Learn More
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SMART SIGNAGE

Models:

LFD
Tell your story through high-impact
visual messages using Samsung indoor
large-format displays. Professionalgrade image quality delivers true visual
expression thanks to great contrast ratio,
brightness and colour uniformity – and
severe testing protocol that ensures that

High Impact visual messages

Learn More

True visual expression is achieved through

Professional Display QMN Series 85”

superb contrast and brightness.

Learn More

Vivid, sharp images
Experience rich images, excellent picture
quality and clear, smooth viewing.
Flexible design

L

Customize your signage with a range of
size and feature options.
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Durability and reliability
Black mura prevention technology allows
for 24/7 operation without blackening.
Outstanding brightness and colour

D

Walls
that
work

Professional Display QBN Series (75” and 65”)

uniformity
Enjoy brilliant image display in a range
of lighting conditions.

your content will look stunning 24/7.
With our largest, slimmest and lightest
panels available, and a variety of size and
feature options to choose from, Samsung
displays can accommodate any indoor
signage design and match the needs of
your business.

Models:
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SMART SIGNAGE

Make an
impression
LED Displays
Engage indoor customers with realistically
brilliant picture quality. Our LED displays combine flexibility
with outstanding colour to deliver an attention-grabbing,
realistic visual experience. Available in 1.2, 1.5 and 2.0mm

D

pixel pitch, they deliver incredible resolution and detail
even from close up. With an 18.8” x 21.2” x 2.5” form factor,
they lend themselves to creative and efficient use of your
space, while front access maintenance enables catwalkfree installation. Exclusive Samsung technologies and
advanced calibration options deliver colour that’s noticeably
exceptional in any light setting.

s:
Samsung IF Series
Learn More

E

Fine Pixel Pitch – IF015 (P1.5/1.2)
Learn More
Fine Pixel Pitch – IF012 (P1.2)
Learn More

Cutting-edge direct view LED

Optimize content brilliance

Easy maintenance with full access

technology

Dynamic peaking technology reduces

Full access to front and rear display

Specialized technology maximizes

light interference, delivering peak

components makes for convenient

brightness and refines overall

brightness levels.

maintenance.

picture presentation.

Fine-tune uniformity

Streamline UHD Content Display

Easy-to-maintain signage

Sub-pixels are fine-tuned for uniform

Compatible S-Box transmits UHD

The intuitive design improves operational

brightness and colour chromaticity.

content across multiple displays.

efficiency while reducing costs.
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Expand composition possibilities

Manage content and devices with

Captivating indoor LED content

Choose convex or concave* curved

remote access

Drive audience engagement in any

configurations, or mount on an incline

Create, schedule and deploy content

indoor environment.

or a ceiling.**

across your signage network.

*Only available in IF025H-D, IF040H-D and IF060H-D
**Not available in IF012J
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